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Protein degradation in eukaryotic cells is performed by the UbiquitinProteasome System (UPS). The 26S proteasome holocomplex consists
of a core particle (CP) that proteolytically degrades polyubiquitylated
proteins, and a regulatory particle (RP) containing the AAA-ATPase
module. This module controls access to the proteolytic chamber inside
the CP and is surrounded by non-ATPase subunits (Rpns) that recognize substrates and deubiquitylate them before unfolding and degradation. The architecture of the 26S holocomplex is highly conserved
between yeast and humans. The structure of the human 26S holocomplex described here reveals previously unidentified features of
the AAA-ATPase heterohexamer. One subunit, Rpt6, has ADP bound,
whereas the other five have ATP in their binding pockets. Rpt6 is
structurally distinct from the other five Rpt subunits, most notably
in its pore loop region. For Rpns, the map reveals two main, previously undetected, features: the C terminus of Rpn3 protrudes into
the mouth of the ATPase ring; and Rpn1 and Rpn2, the largest
proteasome subunits, are linked by an extended connection. The
structural features of the 26S proteasome observed in this study
are likely to be important for coordinating the proteasomal subunits
during substrate processing.
proteostasis
modeling
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particle cryo-EM studies of the isolated RP lid subcomplex surpassed 4 Å resolution in some structurally invariable segments,
allowing for more accurate model building for the corresponding
areas (14). However, the structure of the 26S holocomplex has not
been resolved at the same level of detail.
The consensus of the cryo-EM studies of the yeast 26S proteasome is that the motor core of the RP is a ring-shaped heterohexameric AAA+ (ATPase Associated with diverse Activities)
ATPase, which binds to the CP. Depending on their nucleotidebound states, the six different RP Triple-A ATPase (Rpt) subunits
1–6 adopt different conformations, which induce changes in the
organization of the surrounding RP Non-ATPases (Rpns) (11, 15,
16). At least three distinct conformational states, s1–s3, underlie
the three key steps of the functional cycle: substrate recruitment,
irreversible commitment, and enzymatic processing. These different functions have been inferred from the different placements
of ubiquitin receptors [Rpn1 (17), Rpn10 (18), and Rpn13 (19)]
and the activation of the deubiquitylating enzyme (DUB) Rpn11
(20, 21), which is positioned near the mouth of the ATPase
module. Two of the conformations observed in vitro, the recruitment and processing states s1 and s3, respectively, could also be
observed in situ, albeit at lower resolutions by cryo-electron tomography studies (4).

T

he 26S proteasome is an ATP-dependent multisubunit protease degrading polyubiquitylated proteins (1, 2). It operates
at the executive end of the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System (UPS)
and has a key role in cellular proteostasis. The 26S proteasome
selectively removes misfolded proteins or proteins no longer
needed and it is critically involved in numerous cellular processes
such as protein quality control, regulation of metabolism, cell
cycle control, or antigen presentation. Malfunctions of the UPS
are associated with various pathologies, including neurodegenerative diseases and cancer. Therefore, the proteasome is an important pharmaceutical target, and a high-resolution structure is a
prerequisite for structure-based drug design (3).
The 26S proteasome comprises the 20S cylindrical core particle (CP), where proteolysis takes place, and 19S regulatory
particles (RPs). In cellular environments, 26S holocomplexes
with either one or two RPs bound to the ends of the cylindershaped CP coexist (4). The role of the RPs is to recruit ubiquitylated substrates, to cleave off their polyubiquitin tags, and to
unfold and translocate them into the CP for degradation into
short peptides. Whereas X-ray crystallography has revealed the
atomic structures first of archaeal 20S proteasome (5) and subsequently of the yeast (6) and mammalian proteasome (7), only
lower-resolution structures were available for the 26S holocomplex.
Given the compositional and conformational heterogeneity of the
RP, single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has been
the most successful approach to determining the structure of the
26S holocomplex (8). At this point, the most detailed insights have
been obtained for the yeast 26S proteasome (9–13), allowing model
building to be accurate on the secondary structure level. Single7816–7821 | PNAS | July 12, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 28

Significance
The 26S proteasome is a giant protease assembled from at least
32 different canonical subunits. In eukaryotic cells it is responsible for the regulated degradation of proteins marked for
destruction by polyubiquitin tags. Mainly because of the conformational heterogeneity of the 26S holocomplex, its structure
determination has been challenging. Using cryo-electron microscopy single-particle analysis we were able to obtain a highresolution structure of the human 26S proteasome allowing us
to put forward an essentially complete atomic model. This model
provides insights into the proteasome’s mechanism of operation
and could serve as a basis for structure-based drug discovery.
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Hitherto, only a medium-resolution structure of the human
26S proteasome was available, which suggested differences in the
placement of some subunits in mammals compared with yeast
(22). Here, we report an atomic model of the complete human
26S proteasome in the substrate-recruiting state s1 based on
a 3.9-Å resolution cryo-EM map. The availability of an atomic
structure now allows to scrutinize potential differences between yeast and human proteasomes and provides insights into
nucleotide binding.

Therefore, particles in other states were discarded after 3D
classification, which was performed focused on one RP.
In a final step the 393,936 pseudosc26S particles and the 67,466
sc26S particles were merged and locally refined around the input
angles provided as prior values with a soft-edged mask on one RP
and the CP, yielding a refined reconstruction with an average resolution of 3.9 Å (Fig. 1 and Fig. S3). Local resolution determination
indicated that the resolution is significantly better in the CP, the
AAA-ATPase, and the helical bundle of the lid (Figs. S4 and S5).

Results and Discussion

Evolutionary Conservation of 26S Proteasome from Yeast to Humans.

were purified from erythrocytes essentially as previously described (23). The stoichiometry of proteasome subunits in the
sample was analyzed by mass spectrometry in conjunction with
intensity-based absolute quantification (iBAQ) (24). All canonical
subunits of the CP (α1–α7, β1–β7) and the RP (Rpt1–6, Rpn1–3,
Rpn5–12) are present in approximately equimolar amounts, with
the exception of Rpn13. Rpn13, which is present in stoichiometric
amounts in yeast, has also been found in previous studies to be
essentially absent in isolated human 26S proteasomes (25). It is likely
that substoichiometrically bound Rpn13 dissociates from the 26S
proteasome during the isolation process because cryo-electron tomography studies of 26S proteasomes in rat neurons also indicated a
substoichiometric occupancy for this proteasome component (4).
Human 26S Proteasome EM Map at 3.9-Å Resolution. The isolated
human 26S proteasomes in an ATP-containing buffer were vitrified and imaged using a FEI Krios transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with a Falcon III direct electron detector.
In the resulting micrographs (Fig. S1) the more abundant double
capped (dc) 26S and the less abundant single capped (sc) 26S
particles were automatically detected and subjected to singleparticle analysis. Previous structural analysis of yeast dc26S
particles indicated that their two RPs can adopt different uncorrelated conformational states (11, 13, 15). To “purify” a specific
conformation in silico, the dc26S particles were separated into two
pseudoparticles that were processed independently (Material and
Methods). The overall reconstructions of both dc26S and sc26S
particles showed a s1-like conformation of the RPs (Fig. S2),
indicating that the majority of RPs adopt this conformation.

Fig. 1. Cryo-EM reconstruction of the human 26S proteasome at 3.9 Å
resolution. (A–C) Three different views of the 26S proteasome colored
according to its subunits. Red: CP; blue: AAA-ATPase heterohexamer; brown:
Rpn1; yellow: Rpn2; green: PCI subunits (Rpn3, -5, -6, -7, -9, -12); magenta:
Rpn8, -11; purple: Rpn10. (Bottom) Selected, magnified features (coiled-coil
Rpt3/6, helix formed by residues 57–80 of β1, a helical bundle from the lid
subcomplex) from the marked areas.
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To interpret the EM map of the human 26S proteasome in the s1
state, we first fitted the s1 atomic model of the yeast 26S proteasome (11) into the human 26S map (Fig. S2). The excellent fit
of the overall subunit structures and even their secondary structures indicates that the structure of the 26S proteasome is highly
conserved from yeast to humans, which is consistent with the high
sequence conservation of RP subunits (>30% almost throughout).
The conserved 26S proteasome architecture does not confirm
differences between the human 26S proteasome and the yeast
structures as suggested previously (22). In particular, the locations of Rpn12 and Rpn8, which were postulated to locate to
different positions, clearly remain largely invariant. The different
RP architecture in ref. 22 is likely an artifact of an overestimation of the resolution, which resulted in misinterpretation of the map, as previously suggested (26).
Atomic Structure. To build an accurate atomic model of the human 26S proteasome, we followed the strategy established for
large macromolecular complexes (27, 28). We first built comparative models of the human 26S proteasome subunits, extended
template-free segments by de novo modeling, and superposed
these human subunit models onto their respective yeast homologs. Although this initial model for the RP is largely accurate on
the secondary structure level, it shows significant inaccuracies
beyond, such as register shifts in helices and mispositioned loops,
as it was derived from medium resolution cryo-EM data (7.7 Å)
(11). Thus, differences of the atomic models of the yeast and the
human 26S proteasome may reflect both interspecies variation
and modeling errors. However, throughout the entire map the
secondary structure elements like α-helices could be detected for
all RP subunits, although with different accuracy depending on
the resolution. In particular within the higher resolved regions
(<4 Å) of the map such as the CP, the AAA-ATPase, and the
helical bundle, the starts and ends of secondary structure elements could be clearly positioned due to the unambiguous fitting
of side chains.
CP and CP-AAA Interface. The refined structure of the CP displays
only minor differences compared with the bovine CP crystal
structure (7). Although this conservation is inconsistent with
previous low-resolution negative-stain EM analysis of the human
proteasome (29), it agrees with the intermediate-resolution cryoEM studies of the yeast 26S proteasome (9–13). Most notably,
the “gate” at the entrance of the CP formed by the N termini of
the α-subunits is closed as observed also in the crystal structure.
Three of the six AAA-ATPases (Rpt2, Rpt3, and Rpt5) share
a C-terminal motif, a hydrophobic residue (Hb), and a tyrosine
followed by a residue of any type (HbYX), which can bind to
pockets in the CP (30). In the EM map, the C termini of Rpt3
and Rpt5 are clearly resolved, making it possible to discern bulky
side chains (Fig. 2). In contrast, the C terminus of Rpt2 is not
visible, indicating structural flexibility. Also for the yeast 26S
proteasome, flexibility of one Rpt C terminus has been observed,
but it has been the Rpt5 HbYX motif (13, 31). At this point we
can only hypothesize why only two of three HbYX motifs bind
to CP pockets in the s1 conformation of the 26S proteasome.
An unbound third C terminus may facilitate rotary and lateral
PNAS | July 12, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 28 | 7817
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Isolation of Human 26S Proteasomes. Human 26S proteasomes

Fig. 2. Organization of AAA module. (A) Segmented HbXY motifs of Rpt3 (yellow) and Rpt5 (organge) located in their binding pockets of the α-ring.
(B) Cryo-EM–based atomic model of the Rpt3 HbXY motif in the pocket formed by α1 and α7. (C) Atomic model of the Rpt5 HbXY motif in the pocket
formed by α5 and α6. (D) Segmented densities of the Rpt subunits successively rotated in 60° steps around the CP axis. The different structural domains are
indicated on the left. The Ar-Φ pore loops are rendered in red.

motion of the AAA module on the α-ring during the conformational changes of the 26S proteasome (11).
Organization of Rpts in Heterohexamer. In the yeast 26S proteasome
the Rpt subunits assemble as an asymmetrical “split washer” in the
hexamer (10). A consequence of this organization is that the aromatic hydrophobic (Ar-Φ) “pore loops,” which project into the
central pore of the heterohexamer, arrange in a spiral staircase.
These pore loops are thought to pull the substrate into the CP (32).
Although in previous intermediate-resolution studies of the yeast
26S proteasome the precise position of the Ar-Φ pore loops has
been inferred from the fitted structures of Rpt homologs, the highresolution map of the human 26S proteasome now reveals the
proteasomal Ar-Φ pore loops directly (Fig. 2D). Five of the six Ar-Φ
pore loops position remarkably accuractely on a spiral staircase
(Rpt3, -4, -5, -1, and -2, ordered by decreasing elevation), whereas
the corresponding segment of Rpt6 is positioned in between.
Nucleotide Loading of AAA-ATPase Module. AAA-ATPases bind
nucleotides through a site formed by the Walker A and Walker B
motifs located in the large AAA subdomain (33). In many AAAATPases, ATP binding is further stabilized by an arginine (Arg)
finger located in the AAA chain that is positioned adjacent in the
hexameric ring. In the case of the Rpts, as with essentially all
proteins of the classical AAA clade of the AAA+ protein family,
this motif even contains two arginine residues. A consequence of
the split washer organization is that only five of the six Arg–finger
motifs can be engaged; the Arg–finger of Rpt3 cannot point into
the binding site of Rpt6 (16).
7818 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1608050113

Inspection of the cryo-EM density at the nucleotide-binding
sites clearly shows nucleotide binding to each Rpt subunit, which
is also apparent in the difference map of the map and the modeled
protein (Fig. 3 and Fig. S6). The nucleotide density bound to Rpt6
is the smallest and can be assigned unambiguously to ADP (Fig.
3C). For Rpt6, the Arg–finger is not engaged in the s1 state (16),
which is compatible with ADP binding (Fig. 3 A and B). The other
five nucleotides are notably larger than that bound to Rpt6, and
the binding of the two Arg–fingers can be clearly observed. We
tentatively assigned those to ATP, but it could also be the ADP-Pi
intermediate-state or an overlay of ADP- and ATP-bound structures. Higher-resolution reconstructions will be required to make
this assignment unambiguous.
Full occupancy of nucleotides has previously been observed in
crystal structures of some prokaryotic homologs of the Rpts.
However, these fully loaded states have been considered unphysiological, and mechanistic models for ATPase function rather assume a maximum occupancy of four nucleotides in solution (34,
35). Thus, the nucleotide occupancy found in our study for the 26S
proteasome in the presence of an excess of ATP indicates either
that these models must be revisited or that the mechanism of the
26S proteasome deviates from its simpler prokaryotic counterparts.
Structural Features of Rpts. The high resolution throughout the
entire AAA module allows the building of a complete atomic
model with high confidence (Fig. 3). Interestingly, none of the Rpts
shares the β-strand positioned at the N terminus of the crystal
structure of the AAA domain of the archaeal Rpt homolog PAN
(36). In the Rpts, the corresponding segment forms a short helix or
Schweitzer et al.

Fig. 3. Nucleotide binding and structures of large AAA subdomains. (A) Nucleotide densities and coordinated Mg2+ and Arg–fingers of the neighboring
subunits at the Walker A motifs (green) of the Rpts. (B) Structural comparison of the large AAA+ domain of each Rpt with Rpt1 (Walker A green, Walker B
dark blue, pore loop red). Below each panel the root mean squared deviation of the respective structure compared with Rpt1 in angstroms is assigned. (C) EM
densities of bound nucleotides and modeled nucleotides. Below each panel the volume of the difference map in Å3 (cubic Angstroms) is shown.

Organization of the RP Base Subcomplex. In addition to the six Rpts
of the RP, the high-resolution map also allowed modeling the
Rpns almost completely (Fig. 4). The resulting structure is highly
similar to that observed in the yeast 26S proteasome (8). The RP
consists of two independently assembling subcomplexes, the base
and the lid (37). The base consists of the Rpts and two nonATPases: the two largest, structurally related RP subunits Rpn1
and Rpn2. Rpn1 serves as a ubiquitin receptor (17), whereas
Rpn2 seems to function solely as a lid-binding scaffold. Rpn1
associates with Rpt1/2 and is the structurally most variable subunit
of the RP (Fig. S4). In all intermediate-resolution reconstructions
of the yeast 26S proteasome, Rpn1 was completely separate from
the other Rpns. Low-pass filtering of our high-resolution map
reveals a newly observed connection between Rpn1 and Rpn2
(Fig. 4F). This connection is likely achieved through a helix in
Rpn2 ranging approximately from Glu826 to Glu852, which is
located at the interface of the N-terminal helix of Rpt2 (Gln57
to Pro87) and Rpn1. The described insertion of Rpn2 connecting Rpn2 with Rpn1 and Rpt2 may facilitate coordination
Schweitzer et al.

of rotational motions of Rpn1 and all other Rpns during transition from the s1 state to the s2 and s3 conformations (11).
Structure of the Lid Subcomplex. The lid consists of a heterohexameric horseshoe of the structurally similar ProteasomeCyclosome-Initiation factor (PCI) subunits Rpn9, -5, -6, -7, -3,
and -12. The small lid subunit Rpn15/Dss1, which was recently
suggested to function as a ubiquitin receptor (38), is positioned
between Rpn7 and Rpn3 (Fig. 4E) (14, 39). The lid shields the
Rpn8/11 heterodimer, which projects the active site of Rpn11
near the mouth of the AAA module.
As previously observed for the isolated yeast lid (14), the bestresolved (better than 4 Å) and hence least flexible part of the lid
is the helical bundle formed by the C-terminal segments of the lid
subunits (Fig. 1 and Figs. S4 and S5). The C terminus of Rpn3,
however, could not be resolved in the isolated lid. In the human
26S holocomplex we could trace it parallel to the Rpt3/6 coiled coil
into the mouth of the oligosaccharide binding (OB) fold ring of the
AAA module (Fig. 4D). We have previously proposed that this
cavity forms a composite active site where substrate deubiquitylation and unfolding occurs (40). The Rpn3 C terminus may be a
sensor for substrates engaged in the OB mouth that initiates conformational changes of the lid for activation of Rpn11 and hence
the composite active site (15, 16). Consistent with this hypothesis,
Rpn3 is located in proximal distance to the region in Rpn11 (Ile163
to His199), which we previously suggested to function as a trigger
for substrate recognition (40). This region is not resolved in X-ray
structures of the isolated Rpn8/Rpn11 dimer (40, 41), indicating
that it is flexible in this context. In the 26S holocomplex this region
is resolved and hence stabilized by Rpn2 and Rpn3.
Conclusions. The high-resolution structure of the human proteasome determined in this study reveals many details that are
essential for its cellular function. This structure may serve as
a starting point for future structure-guided drug discovery.
AAA-ATPases have recently emerged as enzymes that can be
PNAS | July 12, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 28 | 7819
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a loop (Rpt3). It is possible that the strand formation and its integration into the adjacent β-sheet in PAN is due to truncation in
the crystal structure of the large AAA subdomain of PAN (36).
Comparison of the large Rpt AAA subdomains reveals that
the structures of Rpt1–5 are relatively similar, but Rpt6 deviates
notably (Fig. 3B). The most striking difference is that the Ar-Φ
pore loop of Rpt6 orients differently and adopts a partially helical fold. This helix has pronounced hydrophobic contacts to the
small helix at the N terminus at the large AAA subdomain
(Leu219-Val140, Val220-Leu137, Phe223-Pro133). The Rpt6
pore loop does not protrude into the pore, which is consistent
with Rpt6 not being part of the spiral staircase formed by the
other five Ar-Φ pore loops. Further high-resolution studies of
the substrate processing state of the AAA module will be required to address to what extent the unique structure of Rpt6 is
mostly due to its sequence or its nucleotide-bound state.

Fig. 4. Organization of Rpns and previously unresolved features. (A) Reconstruction filtered to 4 Å resolution and colored according to subunits. (B) Reconstruction filtered to 7 Å resolution and colored according to subunits. (C) Atomic model colored according to subunits. (D) Obstruction of OB ring by C
terminus of Rpn3. (E) Interaction of Sem1 and Rpn3. (F) Connecting density between Rpn1 and Rpn2.

allosterically inhibited (42). For example, Rpt6, by virtue of its
unique structure and distinguished role in the AAA-heterohexamer, is a possible target for a specific pharmacological
agent.
Materials and Methods
26S Proteasome Purification and Characterization. Human 26S proteasomes
were prepared from fresh human blood (23) and characterized using mass
spectrometry (SI Materials and Methods). Samples of ∼0.5 mg/mL were
quickly frozen for storage at −80 °C until use.

Model Building. Initial models were obtained by comparative and de novo
modeling (SI Materials and Methods). The human 26S proteasome subunits
were positioned into the EM map according to their positions of the yeast
homologs [PDB ID code 4cr2 (11)] and subsequently refined, first in real
space using molecular dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF) (45) and then in reciprocal space. MDFF simulations were prepared using QwikMD (46), analyzed with VMD (47), and carried out with NAMD (48).

Image Processing. Both sc26S and dc26S particles were used to obtain the
final 3.9-Å resolution reconstruction (SI Materials and Methods and Fig.
S7). Essentially all image processing steps were carried out in TOM (43) and
RELION (44).
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